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Abstract – In this paper, Artificial Neural Network (ANN)
models are developed to predict rainfall and rainfall Rate in
the one of the major city of India i. e. Indore. The Artificial
Neural Network models are trained and tested with the
corresponding rainfall Data which collected from Metrology
Department of India for the Indore(M. P) these Rainfall data
is of last five years on monthly basis. The Data collected was
in the form of weather Radar Data. In this work we compare
the Actual rainfall in 2012 and predicted model of Rainfall
on the basis of last five years (2007-11). The Goal of this
paper is to Estimation of rainfall of 2007-11 and on the basis
of these data predict the rainfall of year 2012 and also
estimated. A new method is presented for calculate daily
rainfall amounts from ground based radar. Radar
observations of rainfall and their use in prediction of
rainfall. Radar-rainfall products are crucial for input to
runoff and flood prediction models, The main goal of this
paper is to provide accurate estimation of rainfall on daily
basis another thing from this paper shows the prediction
model of rainfall to avoid flood. This research has been
addressed two approaches, namely prediction model of
rainfall on the basis of previous year’s data and the second is
its estimation by using neural network. The results of
estimation show that the neural network can be successfully
applied to obtain rainfall estimation on the ground based on
radar observation. The rainfall estimates obtained from
several existing techniques. This neural network schemes
enables the network to account for any variability in
relationship between radar measurements and precipitation
estimation. This precipitation estimation method is good
compromise between competing demands of accuracy and
generalization. In this paper we prepared the rainfall data
2007-10 and estimated using neural network.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Rainfall prediction or now casting, of rain rate derived
from ground based weather radar. It has several
application such as civil protection, water resource
management and hydrometerological alarming. In
methodologies available to predict the rainfall, the two
factors which need to estimated with atmost accuracy is
the quantum of rainfall and time. Rainfall is one of the
complex and difficult elements of the hydrology cycle to
understand and to model due to complexity of the
atmospheric processes that generate rainfall and great
range of variation over a wide range of scales both in
space and time.

In the prior research has been done in the 1998 at
Switzerland, In this research locations predicting the
daily rainfall at 367 locations based on the daily rainfall at
nearby 100 locations in Switzerland. They propose a
divide -and-conquer approach in this method the whole

region is divided into four sub-areas and each is
modeled with a different method. The prediction model
having two larger areas were made by RBF networks
based on the locational information only. The two
smaller areas were assumed to be implemented by the
Orographic Effect which dictates that precipitation is
proportional to elevation. Thus, predictions in these two
areas were made using a simple linear regression model
based on the elevation information only. Comparison
with the observed data revealed that RBF networks
produced good predictions while the linear models.
rainfall data 2007-2011 and predicted the rainfall for
current year 2012. Rainfall is unpredictable but we can
estimate from its previous results. Also estimates last
five years rainfall estimation by Neural Network result
show the Estimation Results. Earlier methods of rainfall
is generally used the raingauge data but here we take the
data from the weather Radar. so more accurate
estimation is done.

Radar is useful remote sensing tool for precipitation
on the ground. The development of algorithms for
remote estimation of precipitation based on radar
measurements has been an active research topic for many
years. The problem of rainfall estitimation on the ground
based on radar measurements is complicated because of
the space- time variability of the rainfall rate R obtained
on the ground can be potentially dependent on the four
dimensional structure of precipitation aloft . This
function will be more complicated than a simple Z–R
algorithm or a multiparameter radar rainfall algorithm.
Therefore the ground rainfall estimation can be viewed as
a complex function approximation problem.

Radial basis neural network is capable of learning a
complex functional relation from high dimension input
space to the target space. RBF Neural Network is
capable of learning the relation between ground
radar measurements and rain gauge data. In this
paper,main goal is to predict the rainfall and their
estimation. rainfall data 2007-2011 and predicted the
rainfall for current year 2012. Rainfall is unpredictable
but we can estimate from its previous results. Also
estimates last five years rainfall estimation by Neural
Network result show the Estimation Results. Earlier
methods of rainfall is generally used the raingauge data
but here we take the data from the weather Radar. so
more accurate estimation is done.

II. ARTIFICIAL NEURAL NETWORK

The structure of the ANN system used in this paper
consists of three node layers: an input layer, a hidden
layer and an output layer. The nodes in the input layer
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transfer the input data (average reflectivity
measurements) to all the nodes the hidden layer. The
great power of neural networks stems from the fact that
it is possible to “train” them. Training is affected by
continually presenting the networks with the “known”
inputs and outputs (targets) and modifying the connection
weights between the individual nodes and the biases. he
output of the network is a weighted sum of the outputs
of the hidden layer. In our case, the ANN network was
trained with the learning algorithm based on the back-
propagation of errors. Learning by error back-propagation
(like in all supervised methods) is carried out in cycles,
called “epochs”. One epoch is a period in which all input-
target pairs are presented once to the network. The
weights are corrected after each input-target pair
produces an output vector and the errors from all output
components are squared and summed together. The back-
propagation algorithm follows the gradient descent on
the error surface. This process is controlled by two
parameters: the learning rate and momentum. The
learning rate scales the magnitude of each step, down the
error surface, taken after each complete calculation in the
network (epoch). The momentum acts like a low pass
filter, smoothing out progress over some small bumps in
the error surface by remembering the previous weight
change. The neural networks are often affected by the
effect called overtraining or over fitting. An over trained
neural network memorizes the small training set instead of
generalizing the data and consequently performs badly on
new data e. g. on the validation set. In this work, the
overtraining (or over fitting) was anticipated by the so-
called early stopping. Early stopping was implemented
by stopping the training when the error of cross-
validation of the training data starts going up, as the
neural network may lose its generalization ability at this
moment. Operational use of any kind of now casting
techniques requires the necessity to automatically
calibrate the numerical tool without the possibility to
optimize them for the specific meteorological situation.
For what concerns an ANN-based approach, it is not
possible, for example, to test different architectures or
training strategy for the operational prediction. Because of
this difficulty, many preliminary tests have been carried
out on a single case study to investigate the best
approach to be adopted especially for what concerns the
network architecture and the criteria for training pattern
selection.

(A) Other Method of rainfall Estimation : The name
of method is, Arearl Rainfall estimation tech. In this
method generate a surface of interpolated daily rainfalls
in conjunction with observed elevations in the Upper
Ping river basin. Input data consisted of the generated
DEM data covering the Upper Ping river basin, daily
rainfall at 68 stations as well as their observed locations
and elevations. A summary of the statistical indicators
can be printed to show the accuracy of point rainfall
estimation using the cross-validation technique. The
output of areal rainfall surfaces in the text file can be
later imported to generate a grid format in the GIS
environment. This software was also used to generate the

isohyetal map.
(B)Evaluation of the accuracy of spatial interpolation
techniques : The cross-validation technique was achieved
by removing data from one observation point at a time
(j),taken from all of the available observation points in
the data set and then estimating the value of the removed
observation point data using the data from the
remaining (n − 1) observation points. This technique is
used to evaluate how well the neighbouring stations
estimate the missing value.

Fig.1. Neural Network

III. EXPERIMENTAL SETUP

A representative training data set consisting of the
radar data and corresponding ground rain gauge data are
needed to develop a multilayer perception for the rainfall
estimation problem. Radar data and other related
information are applied to the network as the input and
the corresponding rain gauge data are used as the target or
desired output. The training procedure for a multilayer
perception includes two steps, namely forward
propagation and backward propagation. The connectional
weights are updated during the backward error
propagation according to the learning algorithm. This
process is repeated until the error between the network
output and desired output (rain gauge measurement)
meets the prescribed requirement. When the training
process is complete, the network is ready for application.
Rainfall estimates can be obtained if radar data are
applied to the network at this stage.

The data to train the neural network is collected from
Hydromet division, India Meteorological Department for
Indore district. The Neural Network has built using
Neural network toolbox of MATLAB(R2009a). From
the data the Neural network trained and tested.

IV. RESULTS

The Neural Network trained using the rain gauge data
and the radar input data from year 2007 to 2010 as
shown in fig. 2 below :
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Fig.2. Training Data for NN

Figure 3 showing the validation performance (respect to
Error) of Neural Network :

Fig.3. Training Error of Neural Network

Figure 4 shows the training of Neural Network :

Fig.4. Training of Neural Network

Fig 5 shows the Neural Network Prediction for Rainfall
in Indore-year 2012

Fig.5. Prediction model of rainfall for Indore (M.P.)
Year 2012

Regression plot for above Training and Testing are shown
below :

Fig.6(a) Regression plot for training

Fig.6 (b) regression plot for Testing

Fig.7. shows the comparison analysis of predicted
rainfall and Actual rainfall.

Fig.7. Comparison analysis of predicted rainfall and
Actual rainfall

This is the final result that proves the over estimation
of rainfall on the basis of previous year is almost matched
to actual rainfall here the two results shows in first result
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shows the estimation of rainfall of 2007-11 and on the
basis of we predicted the rainfall of year 2012 and we
also estimated the actual rainfall of 2012.

Result discussion : Here we discussed about the results
in the result first as shown above on fig. 2 It shows the
Training data of Neural Network i. e we are taking the
data of rainfall for year 2007-10. this data are collected
from the Radar and Raingauge. This is very necessary data
for training the NN.

Second result is regarding to the training error i. e.
We take the various Iteration to neural network so we
simplify the errors in other language it shows the
performance of nn. Third Result is regarding to the
prediction analysis of rainfall here we shows the
predicted avg. rainfall in Indore region of Madhya
Pradesh, th i s result shown in Fig 5. Last result is about
simulation of all data of rainfall of 2011 it shows on fig.
8.

V. CONCLUSION

The Rainfall estimation based on neural network to
estimate rainfall is described here. This technique can be
used for rainfall estimation. Data from years 2007,
2008, 2009 and 2010, 2011 over Indore were used to
evaluate the performance of this technique against rain
gauge measurements. Also evaluate Rainfall Prediction
Analysis Estimation for year 2012.
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